Enamel Pro® Prophy Paste

The only prophy paste with ACP technology for 31% more fluoride uptake

Enamel Pro is different. Premier’s innovative remineralization prophy paste is uniquely formulated to deliver ACP (amorphous calcium phosphate). Why does this matter? Because increased fluoride uptake is critical to strengthening tooth enamel and reversing the demineralization process.

Plus, Enamel Pro prophy paste provides an intense polish and shine. Your patients will love their lustrous, whiter, brighter teeth. And the colorful swirl cups and great tasting flavors will keep them smiling. Every time.
Enamel Pro®
Prophy Paste

More effective and more fun!

- Unique swirls and great taste - for happy patients
- Intense polish & shine - for lustrous, whiter, brighter teeth\(^2,3\)
- Innovative ACP technology - delivers 31% more fluoride uptake\(^1\)
- Great polishing properties
- Cleans quickly - Less splatter / Easy to rinse

Innovative products with ACP technology provide an arsenal of staged – potential with the use of calcium and phosphate ions.

> Calcium
> Phosphate

Demineralization | Rapid Remineralization

Greater luster for whiter, brighter teeth\(^2,3\)
Zygo® non-contact profilometry intensity map profiles

Enamel surface before prophy polishing
After prophy polishing with leading prophy paste
After prophy polishing with Enamel Pro®

Intercrystalline spaces between the prisms have been filled in for an intense polish and shine

Each box of Enamel Pro® contains 200 single-use cups and a Comfy-Grip™ prophy cup holder

Box of 200 – With Fluoride
- Mint Fine
- Mint Medium
- Mint Coarse
- Mint Extra Coarse
- VanillaMint Fine
- VanillaMint Medium
- VanillaMint Coarse
- RaspberryMint Fine
- RaspberryMint Medium
- RaspberryMint Coarse
- Strawberry Fine
- Strawberry Medium
- Strawberry Coarse
- Mixed Berry Fine
- Mixed Berry Medium
- Mixed Berry Coarse
- Grape Fine
- Grape Medium
- Grape Coarse
- Bubblegum Fine
- Bubblegum Medium
- Bubblegum Coarse
- ChocHazelnut Fine
- ChocHazelnut Medium
- ChocHazelnut Coarse
- Cinnamon Fine
- Cinnamon Medium
- Cinnamon Coarse

Without Fluoride
- Mint Coarse
- Comfy-grip™ cup holder (3)
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